Special Report #1:
2 Critical Keys For Attracting Women And Getting Dates

There's no way around it: until a man learns how to create feelings of attraction in a woman, he's doomed to repeat the same mistakes and keep failing miserably. On the other hand, once we learn how to CREATE ATTRACTION, we finally have the keys to the kingdom...

Most of us want to find our Total-10 perfect mate and partner, right?

Of course, we also want to have a LOT of fun along the way as we meet amazing women and go out on dates.

But, before ANY of that can happen, here's what MUST happen first:

We must learn to understand women and attraction, or nothing else will happen for us. Period.

That's why, in this powerful new series of Special Reports, I'm going to show you how to master BOTH the mindsets and skills necessary to succeed with women and dating at last.

Look, this is important.

It's not an exaggeration to say that all of your future happiness in life may depend on it.
So let's get started!

**The First Key To Success With Women And Dating: Your “Mindset”**

Simply put, our “mindsets” are our ways of looking at the world – and at ourselves – that determine what we think, what we feel, and how we react to challenges and obstacles.

*When we approach a challenge with the RIGHT mindset...*

We're overwhelmingly likely to SUCCEED. We feel confident. We feel prepared. We feel ready to handle every curveball that a particular situation may throw at us, so we effortlessly make the right moves and avoid mistakes.

On the other hand:

*When we approach a challenge with the WRONG mindset...*

It's basically game-over before we get started. We inevitably feel anxious and unprepared. We lack confidence. We feel weak and unready. Therefore, we either keep making mistakes that lead to failure – or, worse, we give up and stop trying altogether.

All of which is why most men will NEVER achieve the success that they want with women and dating, and that's tragic.

Take the “old me” for example...

**I Used To Be The Poster Boy For Failing With Women!**

When I was younger, I never got anywhere with women. I'm talking ZERO success. I never got dates. I never had a girlfriend in school. So guess what happened:
As time went by, it wasn't hard to see why my mindset became:

"I am a guy who will NEVER succeed with women."

Sound familiar?

If so, it's because MOST of us learned when we were younger that we couldn't do things right to get results with women and dating... and that learning became our dominant mindset.

It was a way of thinking that was a chain around our thoughts and behaviors... a chain that we couldn't break free from... a chain that kept us away from our goals and negatively influenced everything we tried to do.

As you can imagine, as my life went on, being chained to this mindset became a huge problem for me.

It sabotaged almost everything else I was trying to do in life. It caused deep insecurity and fed a feeling of overall low self-esteem that affected all of my goals, all of my thoughts, all of my actions.

Talk about the wrong mindset.

It was not only preventing me from having any success with women – it was actually pulling me down in life in general. Since our genetic wiring tells us that, to be successful as men, our “prime directive" is to survive and reproduce... I instinctively felt like a failure in the deepest, most profound way.

What a nightmare.

If YOU feel stuck in the same nightmare right now, here's what I want you to know:
I Turned Things Around... That's How I Know That **YOU** Can Do It, Too.

Before I learned anything at all about succeeding with women, I had a huge realization:

**There were guys who weren't any better looking or cooler or richer than me who were getting women... so there must be something they knew about ATTRACTION that I didn't.**

If they knew it (whatever it was), it meant that I could learn it, too.

And so can **YOU**.

For example...

I had a “regular-guy” friend who could walk right up to ANY woman and get her number within a couple of minutes.

I had another who had women calling **HIM** for dates.

As I watched all of this, I knew that something pretty important was going on... I just couldn't see what it was yet.

There must be some kind of “secret code” that could be cracked... a secret psychology that was working for them despite the fact that... sorry guys... they weren't rich or good-looking.

After observing them for a while, it finally became clear to me what was going on:

Sure, each of these guys used a slightly different set of tactics they used with women. But their success overall shared one big thing in common:

**These guys knew how to TAKE CONTROL of their interactions with women.**
In other words, no matter what they said or did, they ALL approached women with a set of critical ATTRACTION MINDSETS, including:

**Attraction Mindset #1: Attraction isn’t a choice.**

I didn't know it yet, but these guys instinctively understood, at a very deep level, that women can't CHOOSE who to feel attracted to.

This is so key, I want to say it again... let this really sink in...

**Women can't choose who to feel attracted to.**

What does this mean to me and you?

It means that a woman can't go inside her mind and think: ‘Hey, I want to feel attracted to this guy.” A woman either feels it for a man, or she doesn't.

Incorporating this reality into YOUR mindset is more than just critical... it's actually one of the cornerstones of absolutely EVERYTHING that I teach.

Why?

It's because 99% of men go around behaving as if women can choose who they feel attracted to.

They believe they can win or buy a woman's attention by acting overly nice, being at their beck and call, and generally giving away all their power.

That's why YOU need to be part of that rare 1% of guys who stand out from the crowd with women because they have the totally OPPOSITE mindset...

You need to understand that, although you can’t convince a woman to feel attraction to you, you CAN learn how to TRIGGER feelings of attraction in a woman.
In my next video and Special Report in this series, you’ll learn how to do it.

But for now, simply remember that (have I said it enough...) attraction isn't a choice!

**Attraction Mindset #2: Creating Attraction Is a Skill**

What does this mean to us in our real-world, day-to-day, dateless existence as men?

*It means that any of us a can change our whole lives by learning how to CREATE ATTRACTION.*

After I learned how to do it, my life changed in mind-blowing ways that I wouldn't have dreamed possible only a short time earlier.

Suddenly, I could create online dating profiles that got tons of responses every day.

Suddenly, I could go out to a club and come home with four or five phone numbers from insanely attractive women.

Suddenly, I could have as many dates as I wanted all week – and not just with the types of women who used to feel sorry for me and give in to “pity dates.”

I started getting calls from models and actresses... they actually reached out and contacted me first!

I'd find myself choosing whether to go out with the brainy-and-beautiful academic type, or the ripped, sexy fitness teacher.

I’d have to turn women down because there weren't enough hours in the week to go out with all of them.
Best of all, I finally met my perfect “Total 10” life partner... the woman who was leaps and bounds beyond any other women I’d ever met. She was my best friend and totally my type. We got married and started a family.

And now, today as I write this, I'm more fulfilled and happy in my life than ever before.

I have to tell you, sometimes I literally have to pinch myself because it all seems like a dream...

It’s a dream that will come true for YOU, too... that is, once you begin using a few simple mindsets and techniques in all of your interactions with women, too.

And like I said... I know for a FACT that you can do it.

It worked not only for me but also for my guy friends.

Based upon THEIR success, I went on to write a top-selling book so that I could reach every man who needed this information, too (maybe you've heard of it, it's called “Double Your Dating”! If you haven't read it yet, I'd certainly recommend that you go and grab a copy right now.)

In the meantime:

**In My Next Special Report...**

You’re going to learn:

- The secret of triggering attraction in ANY woman you meet (online, in person, or anywhere).

- The psychological and behavioral principles of creating unstoppable attraction

- What to do when you first meet a woman to totally impress her and trigger instant attraction (this one is a SHOCKER... it's very counter-intuitive!)
● How to keep your power so that you'll never feel weak and insecure around women again.

Plus much, much more – including 2 MORE critical Attraction Mindsets based on the SCIENCE of animal attraction / mating behavior.

So be on the lookout for my next Special Report.

Meanwhile, here comes...

Your Homework:

1. Think about YOUR mindsets right now as you begin learning to succeed with women. When you first meet a woman, how do you feel inside? How do these feelings affect what you say and do? What kind of results are you getting?

2. Now – imagine that you feel total confidence and control when you first meet an attractive women. You know EXACTLY what to say and do to get results... how do you think this new mindset will affect how things go?

3. Write down 5 ways your life will change once you become successful with women and dating. How will it affect OTHER areas of your life as well? (HINT: stretch your imagination – you'll be blown away how deeply success with women influences your whole world!)